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Product Code TRAV-14017

Material:
   600 D Nylon with PVC Backing 

Features :
*  The high utility sports bag is an ideal companion for a weeks travel plan. 
*  The main compartment has a heavy duty zip.
*  It also has a top on small pocket with zip to keep your passport or other travel documents.

*  Strong PP tapes are used  for the detachable / adjustable 
shoulder carry option. A rubberized shoulder pad is 
provided for extra comfort.

*  The metallic fitting used add a classic feel to the styling.
*  The bag also has a hand carry option with a padded foam 

handgrip.
*  At the bottom we have provided rubberized legs to 

weather the wear and tear due to the contact with the 
ground.

Decorating Options :
   The client may use any decorating option on the bag.

Screen Printing :
One  Panel :  6” x 4” 
Embroidery : Option available.

Size :
    25” x 12” x 11” (LENGTH X HEIGHT X WIDTH)

Product Code TRAV-14029

Material:
   420 D Nylon with PVC Backing 

Features :
*  The high utility travel bag is an ideal companion for a weeks visit. 
*  It has a two side pocket to keep things that you would want to retrieve quickly.
*  The main compartment has a heavy duty zip.
*  It also has a side zippered compartment to keep your passport or other travel 

documents.
*  Strong PP tapes are used  for the detachable / adjustable shoulder carry option.
*  The metal fitting used add a classic touch to it.
*  The bag also has a hand carry option with a padded foam handgrip.
*  At the bottom we have provided rubberized legs to weather the wear and tear 

due to the contact with the ground.

Decorating Options :
   The client may use any decorating option on the bag.

Screen Printing :
Two Panels :  10” x 5” 
Two Panels  :  8” x 8”

Embroidery :
   Option available.

Size : 
   24” x 11” x 11” (LENGTH X HEIGHT X WIDTH)
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